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C-Section: a public health concern
● Optimising the use of caesarean section (CS) is 

of global concern. 

● Underuse leads to maternal and perinatal 

mortality and morbidity. 

● Overuse of CS has not shown benefits and can 

create harm. 

● Worldwide, the frequency of CS continues to 
increase, and interventions to reduce 

unnecessary CSs have shown little success. 

● Identifying the underlying factors for the 

continuing increase in CS use could improve the 

efficacy of interventions.

source: Betrán, Ana Pilar, et al. "Interventions to reduce unnecessary 
caesarean sections in healthy women and babies." The Lancet 
392.10155 (2018): 1358-1368.



C-Section in Brazil● Of the 6.2 million unnecessary 
caesareans done each year, 50% are 
in Brazil and China.

● Brazil also has the 10th highest 
number of preterm births in the 
world.



UNICEF Campaign

● April 19 - June 20, 2017
● a  series  of  informative  videos  
● a  dedicated  website with  

educational  materials and  
Frequently  Asked  Questions,

● Facebook  posts,  promoted  
through  the  UNICEF  Brazil  
Facebook  page

● printed  material  and  advertising  
boards. 

https://www.unicef.org/brazil/relatorios/quem-espera-
espera

https://www.unicef.org/brazil/relatorios/quem-espera-espera
https://www.unicef.org/brazil/relatorios/quem-espera-espera
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The Dataset

● BabyCenter is a popular website in Brazil that provides information on 
conception, pregnancy and maternity in general

● The app version of the platform has been downloaded by more than 500,000 
users

● The dataset consisted of comments related to threads which contain the words 
“C-Section” or “childbirth”
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Objectives

● Analysis of the overall volume and the temporal evolution of term 
frequencies in posts published along the  gestation period.

● Differences in the evolution of term frequencies between C-Section and 
natural childbirth users.

● Measure differences in term frequencies to identify the moment in 
which the delivery choice is taken.

● Predict choice of delivery based on term frequencies.



Activity along the gestation period

We detect the state of pregnancy 
for 8,410 users through regular 
expressions.

Users’ activity is not uniform along 
the gestation period but increases 
significantly as the due date 
approaches.



Terms frequency



Dynamic Time 
Warping

Blue

nurse, I heard, childbirth, pregnant girl,  

headache

Red

delivery plan, choice of delivery, 

morphological 

Green

weeks wait, baby turn, ecosound



Disaggregated Analysis

We identify through regular expressions the delivery choice for 619 users:

- 55% C-Sections
- 45% natural delivery



Disaggregated Terms Frequency

Fear Booked Wanted

normal



Classification

We build a Naive Bayes text classifier to predict a user delivery choice. The 
training set is defined by a window  [Start_week, End_week].

Experiment 1

The training set has a fixed End_week=40 and the performance (ROC AUC) of the 
classifier is evaluated by changing the Start_week>5 .

Experiment 2

The training set has a fixed Start_week=5 and the performance (ROC AUC) of the 
classifier is evaluated by changing the End_week>5.



Classification

Experiment 1

The training set has a fixed End_week=40 and the 

performance of the classifier is evaluated by 

changing the Start_week>5.

Experiment 2

The training set has a fixed Start_week=5 and the 

performance of the classifier is evaluated by 

changing the End_week>5.



Conclusions

● Internet forums are highly informative to understand attitudes and 
behaviors related to maternity and parenting. 

● Standard NLP techniques are useful to identify topics pertaining to 
delivery choices. 

● A user’s delivery preference can be identified from textual content.

● Results could be used to promote awareness campaigns.
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